
To: commission.secretary@bcuc.com 

Subject: BC Hydro surcharge for keeping analogue meters  

Dear Members of BCUC, 

We have been notified by BC Hydro that keeping our analogue meters - which have recorded our electricity usage 
accurately for decades – will result in a “punitive surcharge penalty” of $35 per month  -  a total of $420 per 
year.  How can BC Hydro justify this punitive surcharge when the infrastructure is already in place?    Since the 
meters are read every two-months, this amounts to a $70 charge per meter-read.  The only word for this is 
“coercive extortion”!     (I would gladly read the meter for them and send them the information – free.) 

Many citizens whose electricity is already being measured by “smart meters” have experienced an inexplicably 
huge increase in their utility bills.    

Is the $420 per annum “penalty surcharge assessment” for retaining the analogue meters designed to 
compensate BC Hydro for the revenue not otherwise generated from these “analogue-metered” customers, were 
they to accept the Smart Meter, since their hydro bills would predictably increase in similar fashion?     

This is an inexcusable milking, fleecing operation! 

We, as pensioners, are trying to remain in our home as long as possible. We cannot afford our limited pension to 
be swallowed up by fines and exponentially-escalating, arbitrarily-imposed, surcharges on utility bills. 

Let me put this “$420 penalty surcharge” into perspective, based on our electricity consumption over the past 
two years.   In 2012, our total usage charge was $562, (prior to other taxes - transit levy, HST - which added an 
additional 22% to the total bill, over actual usage).  An additional “penalty levy” of $420 would have represented 
an increase on the usage charge of 75%.  Based on the total bill (with levies and taxes added), the “penalty 
charge” of $420 represents an increase of 61%. 

In 2013, our usage charge for 10 months has totaled $513, (before extra levies and taxes – this last year we have 
already seen the additional levy of a new 5% “Rate Rider” charge – justified by “does anyone know What”?)   
An additional “penalty levy” of $350 (10 months) would represented an increase of 68% on the usage charge and 
an increase of 60% for the total bill (including levies, taxes). 

We are now living in a society in which neurological and metabolic impairment has become “the norm”.   
Citizens face the reality that many of the causes for their “health deterioration” flow from “mandated 
government and corporate policies”, unilaterally dictated to accommodate industrial/corporate “technological 
progress” and financial efficiency criteria. 

The government has failed miserably by ignoring its responsibility to “protect the health of its citizens” from 
health-destructive technologies which are implemented by corporations to improve THEIR bottom line.   
Apparently, when corporate money talks, the health of the population can be sacrificed with impunity. 

BC Hydro’s pseudoscience regarding “safety”, which they spout so authoritatively, mirrors PR policies 
(Propagandized Rhetoric) that transform science into “whatever corporate policy demands it to be”.   
It is essentially “Science by Declaration”– which necessitates that the real research evidence be strategically PR-
countered, negated and buried as deeply as possible.  In today’s corporate-dominated science-world, Science has 
run amuck.  The price being paid is incalculable! 

“ …we risk becoming the best informed society that has ever died of ignorance.”  -  Ruben Blades 

“The great tragedy of Science – the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis by an ugly fact.”  -  Thomas Huxley. 1825-1895  

The ugly fact is that EMFs and Microwave Radiation do pose a very serious health hazard for the entire 
population, which increasingly finds itself living under a densified blanket of electromagnetic smog, from which 
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there is no escape. (especially vulnerable are the unborn, children, the elderly and the already health-compromised 
– who have neither escape nor recourse.) 

BC Hydro and the BC Government originally dictate that this Pulsed Microwave Radiation-EMF Communication 
Technology be installed directly into ALL of our homes, integral to their meshed grid network, (obviously still their 
eventual goal) ignoring the reality that up to 10% of the population is already “electro-sensitive”, with the 
projection that this will increase to at least 50% in the not too distant future.  What a dilemma for these citizens 
who have no avenues of escape from an escalating “health nightmare”! –  

Citizens have no other choice but to fight back when their health is being assaulted, compromised and destroyed.)  
These people already avoid EMF-MF emitting devices wherever possible, – but apparently they cannot avoid, 
without paying a “penalty surcharge assessment for non-compliance”, the installation of pulsating Smart Meters 
in their homes, in their desperate attempt to exercise their RIGHT  to protect their own health. 

All of the internationally recognized, independent (non-corporate-funded) research reports on the biological 
effects of EMFs and pulsed Microwave Radiation prove unequivocally the EMF-MF are NOT safe – and that BC 
Hydro’s pseudoscientific declaration of “safety” is totally invalid.  This research” proves that the antiquated 
“thermo-criteria for safety assessment” deserves to be relegated to the domain of the dinosaurs. 

Internationally acknowledged health consequences of EMF-MR emitting technology include cancer, neurological 
disease, reproductive disorders, immune dysfunction, and electromagnetic hypersensitivity.   Why would anyone 

be willing to accept and pay for a technology that delivers these consequences?   No, thank you! 

In the battle that pits the escalating expansion of dangerous technologies demanded by corporations - despite 
their proven “negative biological impact” - against the right of citizens to protect themselves from the inevitable 
health-destruction, the RIGHT of citizens to protect their health is being thrown under a bus, , and run over by 
all the wheels.  

To add insult to injury, these citizens now face being financially penalized with a “non-compliance surcharge” for 
protecting their own health,  as well as paying for the cost of the ensuing health problems – which both the 
industry and government  “officially” declare as “non-existent”. 

The BCUC would be derelict in its mandated duty to protect the public’s welfare, health -and finances, 
if it were to approve this unwarranted “penal izing surcharge assessment” – imposed on people who 
are rejecting the installation of EMF-MF emitting smart meters in their home because they are 
determined to protect their own health. 

During the past decade, under the Campbell era, BC Hydro has been mega-mismanaged, riddled with corruption 
and incompetency that boggles the mind – transformed from an excellent public utility  into a corporate-slave to 
Wall Street corruption.   The chickens are coming home to roost.  Everything points to the inevitability that the 
accumulated bill from this irresponsible mismanagement is being inflicted on to BC utility consumers.   

Why should BC Hydro consumers pay for this corruption and mismanagement by a monopoly energy provider 
that is focused on serving corporate vested interest and no longer operates in the public interest?  The cost of 
subsidizing multinational corporations’ vested interest is being siphoned from the pockets of defenseless citizens 
into designated corporate coffers. 

The efficient energy legacy that W.A.C. Bennett left the citizens of BC has been totally squandered. 

The question remains: Why are BC citizens, the electricity consumers, many of them very financially strapped, 
being forced to pay for these corrupt boondoggles via their inflated utility bills? 

e.g. – the insane multi-billion dollar contracts signed with foreign multinational corporations for “Run-of-the-River 
Projects”, whereby these wealthy foreign corporations are paid double the market price for the power they 
produce, contractually guaranteed by BC Hydro – which means that BC Hydro is subsidizing the project 



construction costs, the monies to be siphoned from the pockets of utility consumers into the coffers of these  
multinational Corporations that reap all the profits.  (BC Hydro pays twice as much for this power as it can sell it 
for – a recipe for bankruptcy, with BC electricity consumers on the hook for the loss.) – 

Why are WE forced to pay for the outrageous price that BC Hydro paid for “smart meters” from a “preferred 
corporation” (a billion dollars) – three times the competitive market price paid by other utility companies in North 
America, –– a billion dollars to be paid by consumers for meters that are structurally of poor quality, mostly plastic 
with short life spans, fire prone, and designed to emit health-destructive microwave radiating frequencies?   

We are, indeed, “…the only species that engineers and finances its own destruction and does so in the name of 
“economic necessity”. In short, if it generates corporate money and Wall Street demands it, the policies will be 
implemented, even if it kills the people.”  – Are we, the people, really nothing more than the unfortunate but 
expendable collateral damage in the implementation of this fatefully flawed technology? 

The citizens of BC are relying on BCUC to do the right thing – to protect the public good when it is threatened. 
Please do not permit the imposition of this unaffordable and unjustifiable “punitive opting-out surcharge”. 

Yours sincerely, 

Inge Hanle 




